Strange Voices

for choir

(2009)
The first performance was given on 22 June 2010 by The 24, conducted by Graham Bier, at the Sir Jack Lyons Concert Hall.

Duration: c. 8’ 30”
PERFORMANCE NOTES

Each voice type is *divisi a 2 or 3* throughout; all singers should sing at all times, changing between the various divisions as necessary. For this reason, a choir of 24 is suggested – 6 singers per voice type.

- ‘m’ indicates the note should be hummed with a closed mouth;
- ‘n’ indicates the notes should be hummed with lips apart;
- the transition between humming and singing should always be accomplished as smoothly as possible.
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Fluid: ethereal and mysterious (\(\lambda=100\))
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Molto meno mosso (\textit{L}=66) ... poco a poco accel. ...

\begin{verbatim}


\textbf{Forth strange glea-mings roam!}
\end{verbatim}
Tempo primo (\( q = 100 \))
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